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Concept of inheritance 
- Inheritance is the process by which objects of one class acquire the 

properties of object of another class. 

- The mechanism of deriving a new class from an old one is called inheritance 
(or derivation). 

- The old class is referred to as the base class and the new one is called the 
derived class or subclass. 

- In OOP, the concept of inheritance provides the idea of reusability. This 

means that we can add additional features to an existing class without 
modifying it. This is possible by deriving a new class from the existing one. 

-  The new class will have the combined features of both the classes (‘old’ as 
well as ‘new’) 

- Note that each sub – class defines only those features that are unique to it. 

 

Defining derived classes 

A derived class can be defined by specifying its relationship with the base class in 
addition to its own details. The general form of defining a derived class is: 
 

class derived-class-name: visibility- mode base-class-name 
{ 

…….// members of derived class 
} 

 

The colon indicates that the derived class name is derived from the base class 
name. The visibility mode is optional and, if present, may be either private or 

public. The default visibility mode is private. Visibility mode specifies whether 
the features of the base class are privately derived or publicly derived. 
But private data member and member function is unable to access in derived class, 

therefore, third visibility mode help us to do that, i.e protected. 
 

 

 

Types of inheritance 

Following are the types of inheritance: 

a) Single inheritance 

b) Multiple inheritance 
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c) Hierarchical inheritance 
d) Multilevel inheritance 

e) Hybrid inheritance 
 

Single inheritance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Multiple inheritance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Multilevel inheritance 

 

Hierarchical inheritance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hybrid inheritance 

 

 

a) Single Inheritance: 

- A derived class with only one base class is called single inheritance. 
- Private data members or member function is unable to access from derived 

class object. 
 

(a)Single inheritance 
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- Here, A is base class and B is derived class 

 

Syntax: 

class <class name> 

{ 
   protected: 

   data members;  
 declaration of member function;            Base class

  
 public: 

 data members;  

 declaration of member function; 
}; 

class <class name> : visibility mode 
{ 
   private: 

   data members;  
 declaration of member function;        derived class

  
 public: 

 data members;  

 declaration of member function; 
}; 

 

Example: 

class father 

{ 
protected: //use the protected access specifier for base class 

   int fage;                  
public: 

void getf( ){ fage=10; } 

   void show( ) 
{  

cout<< “\nFather age is  :”<<fage; 
} 
}; 

class child: public father   // visibility mode 
{ 

   private: 
   int cage; 
   public: 

 void getd( ){ d =20; } 
         void display( ) 

{ 
 Cout<<“\n d: ”<<d; 
 } 

}; 
void main( ) 

{ 
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  derived obj; // declared object of derived class 
 obj.getb( ); // access member function of base class

 obj.show( );     
 obj.getd( ); // access member function of derived class 

 obj.display( );  
} 
Output: 

Value of base class data member a is : 10 
d : 20 

 
b) Multiple Inheritances: 
- One derived class with several base classes is called as multiple inheritances. 

- A class can inherit the attributes of two or more classes this is known as 
multiple inheritances. 

- Multiple inheritances allow us to combine the features of several existing 
classes as a starting point for defining new classes. It is like a child inheriting 
the physical features of one parent and the intelligence of another.  

  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
- As per above figure, ‘A’ and ‘B’ these two are base class and only one derived 

class that is ‘C’. 
 

Syntax: 

 

class <class name>: visibility b-1, visibility 

b-2 … 
{ 

     ( Body of d ) 
} 

 

c) Hierarchical inheritance 

- The properties of one class may be inherited by more than one class. This 

process is known as hierarchical inheritance. 

- The base class will include all the features that are common to the subclasses. 
- The subclasses can be constructed by inheriting the properties of the base 

class. A subclass can serve as a base class for the lower level classes and so 
on. 

- As per given following example a hierarchical classification of student in a 
university. 
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d) Multilevel Inheritance: 

- It is mechanism of deriving a class from another derived class is known as 
multilevel inheritance. 

- The class A serves as a base class for the derived class B, which in turn 
serves as a base class for the derived class C. the base B is known as 

intermediate base class since it provides a link for the inheritance between 
A and C. the chain ABC is known as inheritance path. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

e) Hybrid Inheritance: 
- There could be situations where we need to apply two or more types of 

inheritance to design a program it is said to be hybrid inheritance. 
- As per following figure we can easily understand that we are using more 

than two types of inheritance, i.e. multilevel and single inheritance.  
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Polymorphism 
- Polymorphism, a Greek term, means the ability to take more than one form. 

- Polymorphism means one name, multiple forms . It allows us to have more 
than one function with the same name in a program.  

- The process of making an operator to exhibit different behaviours in different 
instances is known as operator overloading. 

- Using a single function name to perform different types of tasks is known as 

function overloading. 
- The overloaded member functions are selected for invoking by matching 

argument, both type and number.  
- This information is known to the compiler at the compile time and, therefore, 

compiler is able to select the appropriate function for a particular call at the 

compile itself. This is called early binding or static binding or static linking. 
Also know as compile time polymorphism. 

- Early binding simply means that an object is bound to its function call at 
compile time. 

- If the appropriate member function could be selected while the program is 

running. This is known as run time polymorphism. 
- C++ support mechanism known as virtual function to achieve run time 

polymorphism. 
- The selection of the appropriate function is done dynamically at run time. It 

is known as dynamic binding or late binding. 

- Function overloading means the use of same function name to create 
functions that perform a variety of different tasks this is known as function 

polymorphism (overloading). 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Virtual class 
- The keyword virtual and public may be used as ( i.e virtual public or public 

virtual ) 

- When a class is made a virtual base class, C++ takes necessary care to see 

that only one copy of that class is inherited, regardless of how many 

inheritance paths exist between the virtual base class and a derived class. 

- In multiple inheritances, a derived class can inherit the member of a base class 
via two or more inheritance paths. If base class is not use as virtual, the 

derived class will inherit more than one copy of the members of the base class. 
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- The duplication of inherited members due to these multiple paths can be 
avoided by making the common base class ( ancestor class ) as virtual base 

class while declaring the direct or intermediate base classes as shown below: 
 
Syntax: 

 
class A    // grandparent 

{ 
 ……. 
} 

class B1: virtual public A            // parent1 
{ 

 ……. 
} 
class B2: public virtual A            // parent2 

{ 
 ……. 

} 
class B1: public B1, public B2            // parent1 
{ 

            …….                            // only one copy of A 
 …….                            // will be inherited 

} 
 

 

Virtual functions  
- A function qualified by the virtual keyword. 

- When a virtual function called via a pointer, the class of the object pointed to 
determine which function definition will be used. 

- Virtual functions implement polymorphism. 

- Polymorphism refers to the property by which objects belonging to different 
classes are able to respond to the same message, but in different forms. 

- When we use the same function name in both the base and derived classes, 
the function in base class is declared as virtual using keyword virtual 
preceding its normal declaration.  

- When a function is made virtual, C++ determines which function to use at run 
time based on the type of object pointed to by the base pointer, rather than the 

type of the pointer. 
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Example: 

//Program to demonstrate virtual function 

class base 
{ 

  public: 
 virtual void show( ) 
 {  

cout<< “\nWe are in base class”; 
 } 

};  
class derived:public base 
{ 

     public: 
  void show( ) 

 {  
cout<< “\nWe are in derived class”; 

 } 

};  
void main( ) 

{ 
  base obj, *ptr;  
  derived d; 

  ptr=&obj; 
  clrscr( ); 

  ptr->show( );     //call base show member function  
  ptr=&d; 
  ptr->show( );    // call derived show member function 

 getch( );  
 } 

Output: 

We are in base class 
We are in derived class 

 
Rules for virtual functions 

When virtual functions are create for implementing late binding. We should 
observe some basic rules that satisfy the compiler requirements. 
1. The virtual functions must be members of same class. 

2. They cannot be static members. 
3. They are accessed by using object pointers. 

4. A virtual function can be a friend of another class. 
5. A virtual function in a base class must be defined, even through it may not be 

used. 

6. The prototypes of the base class version of a virtual function and all the 
derived class versions must be identical. If two functions with the same name 

have different prototype. C++ considers them as overloaded functions, and the 
virtual function mechanism is ignored. 

7. We cannot have virtual constructors, but we can have virtual destructors. 

8. While a base pointer can point to any type of the derived class to access an 
object of the base type. 
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9. When a base pointer points to a derived class, incrementing or decrementing it 
will not make it to point to the next object of the derived class. It is 

incremented or decremented only relative to its base type. Therefore, we 
should not use this method to move the pointer to the next object. 

10. If a virtual function is defined in the base class, it need not be necessarily 
redefined in the derived class. In such cases, calls will invoke the base 
function. 

 
Pure virtual functions 

- A virtual function, equated to zero is called a pure virtual function. 
- It is a function declared in a base class that has no definition relative to the 

base class. A class containing such pure function is called an abstract class. 

- The main objective of an abstract base class is to provide some traits to the 
derived classes and to create a base pointer required for achieving run time 

polymorphism. 
- It is normal practice to declare a function virtual inside the base class and 

redefine it in the derived class. 

 
A “do-nothing” function may be defined as follows: 

  
virtual void display( ) = 0;  
 

 
Pointer to derived class 

We can use pointers not only to the base objects but also to the objects of derived 
classes. Pointers to objects of a base class are type- compatible with pointers to 
objects of a derived class. Therefore, a single pointer variable can be made to 

point to objects belonging to different classes. 
Although c++ permits a base pointer to point to any object derived from that base, 

the pointer cannot be directly used to access all the members of the derived class. 
We may have to use another pointer declared as pointer to the derived class. 
 

Example: 

//Program to demonstrate pointer to derived class 

#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
class A 

{ 
 public: 

 int a; 
 void geta( ) 

 { cout<< “\nInput value: ”; 

cin>>a;  
}           

 void display( ){ cout<< “a : ”<<a; } 
}; 
class B : public A 

{ 
 public: 

      int b; 
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 void getb( ) 
{  

    cout<<”\nInput value: ”; 
      cin>>b; 

 }  
 void show( ) 
 {  

  cout<< “a : ”<<a<< “b: ”<<b; 
 } 

}; 
void main( ) 
{ 

 clrscr( ); 
  

 B derived, *bptr; 
 bptr=&derived; 
 

bptr = & derived;   // address of derived class object  
 bptr->geta( ); 

 bptr ->show( ); 
getch( ); 

} 
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